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GeneralGeneral Introduction

Chapterr 1
Generall Introduction
1.11 History
Inn ancient history, hunters and gatherers chewed wild grains, e.g., wheat, barley, rice and
cornn as the most important food. Around 10,000 BC, people started to grind grain with stones
andd to cook ground grains in water to make gruel and dried it by fire or in the sun. Nowadays,
aa similar procedure is still used for the preparation of flat breads, tortillas and matzos.
Thee fermentation of gruel and grape juice to alcoholic products probably happened by
accidentt after the fluids had not been consumed directly. The first risen bread is thought to have
beenn made in a similar manner; by accidental addition of fermented gruel, grape juice or honey
too flat bread dough resulting in light bread. Egypt is probably thefirstcountry where light bread
andd alcoholic beverages were produced [94]. Baking chambers and breweries dating from
approximatelyy 4,000 BC have been discovered. By 50 BC, bread baking knowledge had spread
too the Greeks, Romans, and Saxons. Nevertheless, it was not clear why dough rose and why it
sometimess did not or did poorly.
Inn 1676, a Dutch lens maker, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek developed the first microscope
whichh led to the identification of microscopic organisms, including yeast. Not until 1859, Louis
Pasteurr discovered that, by growing on the starches in flour, yeast was responsible for the
productionn of carbon dioxide and ethanol during the brewing of beer and the rising of dough.
Thee fermentation process was patented by Pasteur and Koch in 1893.

1.22 Genomics

Nowadays,, after almost 150 years of yeast research, the genome of baker's yeast or
SaccharomycesSaccharomyces cerevisiae, has been completely sequenced, being the first eukaryote of whic
thee DNA sequence has been unravelled [ 1,69,136,148]. Analysis of the DNA sequence predicted
approximatelyy 6200 genes of which about 3700 have an unknown function and no homology to
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otherr proteins of yeast or other organisms [46]. Over 50% of these genes cause no
macroscopicallyy detectable or obvious phenotype after deletion of the particular gene, and are
calledd silent genes. The very ambitious and ultimate goal of the sequencing project and of life
sciencess in general is to understand the behaviour of living organisms including yeast on basis
off their molecular components and the interactions thereof. For many years now, laboratories
havee been co-operating to elucidate the function of hitherto unknown proteins. Several
functional-genomicc technologies have been developed and applied to reveal information about
thesee genes and their products such as genome wide messenger RNA expression profiling (e.g.
DNAA arrays), systematic analysis of protein-protein interactions [60] and systematic gene
knockoutt analysis [244].
Thee relatively high frequency of genes causing no obvious phenotype in a strain when
deleted,, may seem surprising but even the deletion of many genes encoding proteins known to
playy a central role in metabolism, does not result in an obvious phenotype. For example, the
deletionn of PFK26 or PFK27 (both encoding 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase) does not result in an
effectt on growth [19], whereas the product of the catalysed reaction, fructose 2,6-bisphosphate
iss a strong regulator of glycolysis [ 187,219,220]. The main reason for the relatively high number
off genes with a silent phenotype resides in the flexibility of metabolism, e.g. through the presence
off bypass routes, isozymes and regulatory systems. The contribution of each of those can be
affectedd dramatically after the deletion of a particular gene, by shifting the concentration of
intracellularr metabolites. The absence of a phenotype after deletion of a gene is likely to be
causedd by a compensatory shift in the intracellular metabolite concentrations. In other words,
mutantss that are silent when scored on the basis of metabolic fluxes, should produce a very
obviouss effect when metabolite concentrations are measured [203]. Intracellular metabolites are
measuredd relatively easily and provide us with a simple but powerful method to typify genes
encodingg proteins with no obvious phenotype. To reveal the site of action and eventually the
functionn of unknown and silent proteins within a metabolic system, a quantitative approach is
required.. Chapter 2 of this thesis is concerned with the successful exploitation of such an
approach.. A more detailed description of the quantitative approach, the so-called metabolic
controll analysis is discussed in section 1.8 of this introduction. If genes encoding unknown
proteinss are (partially) characterised, homologous genes in other organisms may be identified as
well,, and may reveal novel (components of) regulatory or metabolic routes in yeasts, humans and
otherr organisms.
Tryingg to unravel the complexity of yeast on the basis of its intracellular global metabolite
pool,, the so-called metabolome, has advantages over studying genome wide mRNA levels
(transcriptome)) or protein levels (proteome). First of all, Saccharomyces cerevisiae has less than
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6000 low-MW intermediates [150], while there are ca. 6000 protein-encoding genes [69]. These
geness encode a similar number of mRNAs and a somewhat smaller number of enzymes. Thus,
studyingg metabolites reduces the number of elements to look at. Secondly, studying mRNA
levelss with the goal to explain physiological behaviour has its limitations and is indirect since
post-transcriptionall or post-translational regulation, turn-over rates of proteins and many other
aspectss will disrupt any direct relationship between the transcriptome, the proteome, the
metabolomee and eventually the physiological behaviour of the cell. The metabolome, however,
cann give a relatively direct view on the actual status of the cell. Unfortunately, the development
off techniques for quick and accurate measurements of the complete metabolome is not
progressedd as far as that of the techniques for studying genome wide mRNA levels and protein
levels.. Nevertheless, it can be expected that in the near future NMR and mass spectrometry
techniquess will significantly improve cell-wide measurements of the metabolome or the socalledd metabolic snapshots.

1.33 Fermentation versus oxidation
Thee yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is best known for its formation of ethanol in the
productionn of beer and wine and the formation of C0 2 during the leavening of dough for the
productionn of bread. Ethanol and carbon dioxide are both end products of the fermentation of
sugarss via glycolysis. Glycolysis covers the conversion of glucose by several steps to pyruvate.
Itt has been an object of study since the day it was discovered by Pasteur and is probably the most
extensivelyy studied pathway in biochemistry. In recent years, research became especially
focussedd on the identification and clarification of the regulatory and signalling pathways
controllingg glycolysis. This was facilitated by the availability of the yeast genome sequence and
thee development of new genetic techniques. Nevertheless, many questions concerning the
regulationn of glycolysis have remained unsolved and even more questions have emerged
[101,206,237,238]. .
Thee distribution of the carbon fluxes over the oxidative and fermentative pathway
dependss on the availability of oxygen and the kind of carbon source present. Under anaerobic
conditionss sugars are only fermented since respiration does not function without oxygen as final
electronn acceptor. Consequently, ATP is solely obtained by substrate level phosphorylation in
glycolysiss and growth on non-fermentable carbon sources such as ethanol, glycerol or lactate is
impossible. .
Inn the presence of sufficient oxygen 'non-Saccharomyces' yeasts oxidise the available
99
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sugarss completely. Alcoholic fermentation is only triggered when the supply of oxygen is
limiting.. Yeasts that do not ferment under aerobic conditions are referred to as Crabtree negative
yeasts. .
Underr aerobic conditions 5. cerevisiae can grow both on fermentable carbon sources
(sugars)) and non-fermentable carbon sources. It is a rather exceptional yeast since it is one of
thee very few yeasts that can grow anaerobically [226] and additionally, exhibit alcoholic
fermentationn under fully aerobic conditions in the presence of excess sugar. Hence, it belongs
too the Crabtree positive yeasts. The benefit of aerobic fermentation over oxidation is equivocal
sincee the complete oxidation of sugars yields approximately 10 times more ATP than their
fermentationn to alcohol. Inhibition of growth of competing organismss in their natural habitat by
thee produced alcohol has been suggested to be the basis in this phenomenon.
1.3.11.3.1 The pyruvate

junction

Pyruvatee is the final product of glycolysis and is positioned at the branch point of the
fermentativee metabolism and the oxidative metabolism. Fermentation leads to the production
off mainly ethanol, glycerol and C0 2 whereas the respiratory route yields C0 2 and H 2 0 via the
TCAA cycle and the accompanying oxidative phosphorylation.
Threee metabolic fluxes running from pyruvate can be discriminated (reviewed in
[172,216]): :
The decarboxylation of pyruvate to acetaldehyde by cytoplasmic pyruvate decarboxylase
(Pdc). .
The oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA in the mitochondria by pyruvate dehydrogenase
(Pdh),, delivering the substrate for the TCA cycle and the glyoxylate cycle.
The carboxylation of pyruvate to oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase (Pyc) to replenish
C44 components in the TCA cycle (together with the glyoxylate cycle) and to produce the
substratee for gluconeogenesis.
Thee affinity of Pdh and Pyc for pyruvate is approximately 10 times higher than the
affinityy of Pdc [172], Consequently, the intracellular pyruvate level has to increase when
fermentativee growth is initiated.
Althoughh pyruvate carboxylase is often not mentioned in connection to pyruvate
metabolism,, it is essential for growth. It requires biotin or vitamin H as a cofactor and has a high
controll on the carbon flux through the TCA cycle and the associated oxidative phosphorylation
[163],, The high demand for pyruvate carboxylase activity and, therefore, the importance of
sufficientt biotin in oxidatively growing yeast will be illustrated in chapter 7.
10 0
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1.3.21.3.2 The acetaldehyde

junction

Acetaldehydee is the product of the conversion of pyruvate by pyruvate decarboxylase.
Itt can be either reduced to ethanol by alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh), the well-known alcoholic
fermentation,, or oxidised to acetate by acetaldehyde dehydrogenase (Aid). Acetate is then
convertedd by acetyl-CoA synthetase (Acs) to acetyl CoA, which enters the TCA cycle or the
glyoxylatee cycle. This alternative route for the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl CoA is known
ass the pyruvate dehydrogenase bypass. The K,,, of acetaldehyde dehydrogenase for acetaldehyde
iss 100-fold lower than that of alcohol dehydrogenase [169]. Nevertheless, since the capacity of
thee pyruvate dehydrogenase by-pass is limited by low acetyl-CoA synthetase levels while the
levelss of pyruvate decarboxylase and alcohol dehydrogenase are high at high glucose
concentrations,, alcoholic fermentation under aerobiosis is readily initiated by S. cerevisiae [221 ].

1.3.31.3.3 How other carbon sources enter glycolysis
Sucrosee is the main carbon source in molasses, an undefined industrial feedstock. In
general,, it is transported into the cell but hydrolysed to fructose and glucose by invertase
(encodedd by SUC2) in the periplasmic space [54]. These monosaccharides are then imported into
thee cell by the hexose transporters and enter glycolysis. In contrast the dissaccharide maltose is
transportedd into the cell by maltose permease, a proton-symporter. It is hydrolysed intracellulary
byy maltase into two molecules of glucose, which then enter glycolysis [40,54].
Galactosee enters the glycolytic pathway in a relatively complicated manner via the Leloir
pathwayy [135]. First galactose is transported over the cell membrane by facilitated diffusion via
thee galactose transporter (encoded by GALT). Then, the intracellular galactose is converted into
glucosee 1 -phosphate by three enzymes: galactokinase, galactose-1 -P uridyltransferase, and UDPgalactosee 4-epimerase. Glycolysis can be entered by the conversion of glucose 1-phosphate to
glucosee 6-phosphate by phosphoglucomutase.

1.44 Glucose repression
Withh S. cerevisiae, the presence of abundant glucose or, to a lesser extent, fructose
triggerss down-regulation of components involved in gluconeogenesis, oxidative phosphorylation,
thee tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, the glyoxylate cycle and the uptake and metabolism of other
sugarss than glucose/fructose [101]. This phenomenon is known as glucose repression or more
generall catabolite repression. For example, genes required for the utilisation of sucrose (e.g.
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SUC2,SUC2, encoding extracellular invertase), maltose (e.g. MAL61 andMAL62, encoding the maltose
transporterr and maltase, respectively), and galactose (e.g. GAL1 and GAL2, encoding
galactokinasee and the galactose transporter, respectively) are glucose-repressed [63]. Also, a
numberr of genes required for synthesis of mitochondrial enzymes involved in respiration, e.g.
CYC1CYC1 and COX5b, (encoding iso-1-cytochrome c and a subunit of cytochrome c oxidase,
respectively)) are repressed by glucose [63]. The expression of genes encoding glycolytic
enzymess and certain glucose transporters, on the other hand, is induced by excess glucose in a
processs that is glucose induction [101].
Thee physiological consequences of glucose repression are that during cultivation on
mixedd substrates other available carbon sources are not consumed until the glucose is exhausted.
Additionally,, glucose induction and repression cause the carbon fluxes to be redirected towards
alcoholicc fermentation. In excess glucose, approximately 95% of the catabolized glucose is
fermentedd to ethanol, glycerol and C0 2 , only a small proportion (3-4%) is fully respired via the
TCAA cycle and the associated oxidative phosphorylation [117]. Since complete oxidation of
glucosee yields roughly 10 times more ATP than does alcoholic fermentation, the biomass yield
iss low under the latter conditions [62].

1.4.11.4.1 Mixed substrates and diauxic growth
Whenn S. cerevisiae grows on an excess glucose, the preferred glucose will be mainly
convertedd to ethanol due to glucose repression. When glucose exhaustion is approached, the
respiratoryy enzymes, TCA cycle enzymes, glyoxylate cycle enzymes and ultimately the
gluconeogenicc enzymes become derepressed. The subsequent shift from growth on glucose to
growthh on ethanol takes several hours and results in a lag phase known as the diauxic shift.
Duringg this time the expression of the required genes for oxidative growth on ethanol is initiated
andd the metabolic fluxes are strongly impaired, which can be easily observed by monitoring C0 2
productionn and 0 2 consumption (see also chapter 5a of this thesis). When all necessary enzymes
havee been synthesised, exponential growth on ethanol (produced in the preceding stage of
growth)) is initiated.
Thee phenomenon of glucose repression thus hampers biomass production during aerobic
growthh on glucose and limits biomass production capacity of yeast cultures due to the formation
off alcohol. When 5. cerevisiae is grown in a medium containing several different sugars, this
problemm grows worse as the yeast shifts from one sugar to the next thereby slowing down the
biomasss production process. In industry, undefined mixed substrates are used as feedstock and
forr many years different approaches have been tried to circumvent the problem of diauxic growth
[151,153].. The absence of glucose repression would allow a more efficient substrate utilisation
12 2
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inn any process involving mixed carbon sources. In continuous S. cerevisiae cultures, growth on
bothh glucose and another carbon source can be achieved as long as glucose levels are growth
limitingg [49]. Even the co-consumption of glucose with ethanol could be accomplished, albeit
underr double limitation of glucose and ethanol [66]. Yet, in the presence of excess glucose,
glucosee repression sets in. In chapter 5 of this thesis it is shown that a simple deletion of one
gene,, encoding a hexose phosphorylating enzyme (hexokinase II), enables co-consumption of
mixedd carbon sources such as glucose/galactose, glucose/sucrose and even of glucose/ethanol
inn batch cultures.

1.55 Key enzymes in glycolysis
7.5.77 Hexose transport
Thee natural habitat of S. cerevisiae is a moist environment where it can thrive on a variety
off carbon sources. The hexoses glucose, mannose and fructose are transported into the cell by
onee of the hexose transporters (the HXTs). They belong to the sugar permease family, which
consistss of 34 proteins, 18 of which comprise the hexose transporter subfamily (Hxtl-17 plus
Gal2)) [20,115]. Gal2 is the galactose permease. Each one of these proteins, except Hxtl2, is
ablee to transport glucose [235]. Transport occurs by facilitated diffusion with glucose moving
downn a concentration gradient [15]. In spite of the presence of so many HXT genes, the deletion
off only six (HXT1-4, HXT6 and HXT7) of them is sufficient to abolish growth on glucose. Thus,
thesee genes mediate the metabolically relevant uptake of glucose, fructose and mannose for
growthh [120,179].
Hxtll and Hxt3 are so-called low-affinity transporters, with a Km for glucose of 100 mM
andd 60 mM respectively. The expression of HXT1 is induced by high glucose concentrations
whereass the expression of HXT3 is induced by low as well as high glucose. HXT2 and HXT4
encodee intermediate-affinity transporters and their expression is induced by low concentrations
off glucose. The K^ of Hxt4 is 9 mM whereas the K^ of Hxt2 depends on the growth conditions.
Itt equals 10 mM when cells are grown on high glucose. Biphasic kinetics are observed (1.5 and
600 mM) when Hxt2-only cells are grown on low glucose [178]. Kruckeberg et al. [116] have
reportedd biphasic kinetics in HXT2-only cells growing on high glucose (15 and 0.25 mM). The
high-affinityy glucose transporters, Hxt6 and Hxt7 share 99% homology and both have a K,„ of
1-22 mM. Their expression is repressed by high glucose and induced by low glucose [160].
Thee glucose transport capacity exerts significant control on the glycolytic flux
[11,62,146].. The activity of the glucose transporters affects glucose repression as well, as has
13 3
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beenn shown in various mutant strains [61,156,158,178,213,231,247].
1.5.21.5.2 Hexose

kinases

Afterr glucose has been transported over the cell membrane by the hexose transporters,
thee intracellular glucose is phosphorylated to glucose-6-phosphate by one of the hexose
phosphorylatingg enzymes [122]. Glucose phosphorylation is the first intracellular step in the
glycolyticc pathway leading to pyruvate and this step is catalysed by hexokinase I (encoded by
HXK1),HXK1), hexokinase II (encoded by HXK2) and glucokinase (encoded by GLK1). Each of these
enzymess reveals different kinetic characteristics and each of them is normally expressed at
differentt phases of growth [51]. Hexokinase I and II phosphorylate glucose and mannose as well
ass fructose, whereas glucokinase only phosphorylates glucose and mannose.
Besidess its catalytic function, hexokinase II (encoded by HXK2) plays an important role
inn glucose repression [50,52,53,84,128,134]. Among the earliest mutants isolated as defective
inn glucose repression were mutants lacking hexokinase II [251]. Originally, some mutations
weree called hexl [55] andg/r7 [137,138] but they were renamed hxk2 after the mutated gene had
beenn identified. Deletion of the HXK2 gene caused derepression of high-affinity glucose
transporterss [16], in particular HXT2, HXT4 and HXT7 [159,166,232]. Further, the synthesis of
hexokinasee I, invertase, maltase, malate dehydrogenase [50,56], galactokinase, NADH:
cytochromee c reductase and cytochrome c oxidase [ 137] was derepressed. The deletion of HXK1
inn a wild-type strain did not have a significant effect on glucose repression but overexpression
off HXK1 in an hxk2 deletion strain could restore part of the repression of invertase (encoded by
SUC2).SUC2). The overexpression of glucokinase, on the other hand, could not [186].
Forr quite some time it has been a matter of debate what the exact role of hexokinase II
inn glucose repression is (see also [63, 111]). Initially it was proposed that hexokinase II contained
aa specific regulatory domain required for glucose repression [52,53]. However, a study of a large
numberr of strains with different mutations in HXK2 showed a strong correlation between glucose
repressionn and the residual phosphorylating capacity of the enzyme [127]. Additionally, hybrids
off hexokinase I and hexokinase II showed the same correlation [ 186]. Recently, in favour of the
initiall proposal, a dual cytosolic-nuclear localisation of hexokinase II has been demonstrated
[176].. In the nucleus, hexokinase II participates in a DNA-protein complex which regulates
repressionn of at least the SUC2 gene by glucose [84], Earlier, hexokinase II had been
demonstratedd to be a phosphoprotein in vivo and to be autophosphorylated in vitro [82,227].
Additionally,, hexokinase II exists in two isoforms in vitro, a monomelic form with a high affinity
forr glucose and a dimeric form with a lower affinity [91]. The monomer to dimer ratio is
influencedd by phosphorylation. It shifts towards the monomelic form caused by phosphorylation
14 4
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off serine 15 during the depletion of glucose [12,114,177]. Equivocally, glucose repression of
SUC2SUC2 is claimed to depend on phosphorylation of serine 15 of hexokinase II [177]. However,
phosphorylationn of serine 15 is not necessary for nuclear localisation of hexokinase II [84].
Recently,, Hohmann and coworkers [92] have been able to create mutant alleles of HXK2
inn which the catalytic activity was affected independently of the ability to trigger catabolite
repressionn and vice versa. This indicates very strongly that hexokinase II is a bifunctional protein,
andd that its catalytic function in hexose phosphorylation is distinct from its function in regulating
thee glucose repression status of the cell. The initiation of glucose repression seems to be related
too the uptake of this sugar and its subsequent phosphorylation. Despite extensive research, little
iss known about the actual sugar-sensing mechanism.
1.5.31.5.3

Phosphofructokinase

6-Phosphofructo-2-kinasee (PFK-2) catalyses part of a dead-end branch of glycolysis, the
phosphorylationn of fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) to fructose-2,6-bisphosphate (F2,6bP). PFK-2
iss encoded by PFK26 and PFK27 [19,112,113,162]. Deletion of both genes abolishes the
phosphorylationn of F6P at the 2-position completely. Dephosphorylation of F2,6bP is catalysed
byy fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase (F2,6bPase) encoded by FBP26 [113]. The gene product of
PFK266 is a kinase when it is not phosphorylated and in the phosphorylated form it is a
phosphatase.. F2,6bP is a strong activator of 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase (Pfkl) and an inhibitor
off fructose 1,6-bisphosphate-l-phosphohydrolase (Fbpl) [187,219,220]. F2,6bP in a strain
deletedd in both PFK26 and PFK27 is undetectable but in spite of the strong regulatory properties
off F2,6bP, no phenotype is detected in the null mutant; its growth remains similar to that of a
wild-typee strain [19].

1.66 Glucose signalling
Onee of the major mechanisms by which cells adapt to the presence of glucose is the
regulationn of gene expression primarily via transcriptional control [63]. The regulatory pathways
responsiblee for glucose induction and glucose repression have not fully been elucidated yet, but
muchh progress has been made during the last several years (for recent reviews see[63,101,160]).
Thee central components of glucose repression signalling are: hexokinase n, which has been
discussedd in section 1.5.2, Mig 1 [ 154], a transcriptional repressor, Snf 1 [77], a protein kinase and
glc7glc7 which encodes protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and its regulatory subunit Regl [212]. When
glucosee is added to derepressed cells, Migl moves rapidly into the nucleus and when glucose is
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removedd it rapidly moves back to the cytoplasm [41]. This relocation of Migl seems to be
dependentt on its phosphorylation by the Snf 1 protein kinase and the accessory factors Snf4 and
threee Sip proteins. Snfl is inactivated in the presence of glucose, Regl-Glc7 then possibly
dephosphorylatesMigll and the hypophosphorylatedMigl can migrate to the nucleus and repress
genee expression [41,209,210,239,246].
Strainss deleted in MIG1 are viable and have a normal growth rate on glucose [144,151].
Thiss deletion causes genes required for utilization of sucrose, maltose and galactose to become
partiallyy relieved from glucose repression [79,185]. Nevertheless, MIG1 may not be involved
inn the repression of oxidative metabolism since a migl deletion strain produces more ethanol
whenn grown on glucose than the wild-type strain [36].
Snfll protein kinase activity is inhibited at high glucose concentrations due to the
interactionn of a regulatory domain of Snfl with the Snfl catalytic domain [ 126]. The regulatory
domainn is thought to mask the catalytic domain at high glucose. On the other hand, when glucose
becomess exhausted, Snf4 binds to the regulatory domain of Snfl and activates the enzyme. Snf4
iss assisted in this process by the Sip proteins, which seem to serve as scaffolds for the protein
complexx [100]. Glc7 protein phosphatase is an additional contributor to glucose derepression,
which,, together with its regulatory subunit, Regl, binds to the catalytic domain of active (low
glucose)) Snfl and dephosphorylates it [126]. This prevents Snf4 from binding to the regulatory
domainn of Snfl which then switches Snfl to the inactive state [101].

1.77 Energetics
Thee supply of energy that chemotrophic cells need to drive cellular reactions is provided
byy the catabolism of nutrients such as sugars. The degradation of sugars is coupled to the
conservationn of free energy, in the form of ATP. The hydrolysis of ATP into ADP releases free
energy,, which can be used for energy requiring processes, such as biosynthesis, transport and
motility.. The lifetime of an ATP molecule in the cell is short (less than one minute) and we,
humans,, hydrolyse in one day approximately our body weight in ATP. This rapid hydrolysis
revealss that ATP production must be tightly coupled to ATP hydrolysis, to prevent immediate
depletionn of ATP, which would have disastrous consequences for the organism.
Inn yeast, ATP is formed by two distinct processes. The first process proceeds by substrate
levell phosphorylation mainly in glycolysis and the second by oxidative phosphorylation in the
mitochondria.. Substrate level phosphorylation occurs in the cytoplasm during the conversion
off fermentable carbon sources to pyruvate, both under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
16 6
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However,, via this process only a small fraction of the total free energy of the sugar is released
inn the form of 2 ATP per glucose.
Completee oxidation of glucose occurs via the TCA cycle were acetyl-CoA is completely
oxidisedd to C0 2 . Concomitantly, the TCA cycle enzymes transmit high energy electrons from
thee intermediates to the redox carriers, NAD+ and FAD. NADH and FADH2 function as electron
donorss in oxidative phosphorylation. The electrons are transported via the respiratory chain,
whichh is embedded in the mitochondrial inner membrane to, eventually, oxygen. Concomitantly,
protonss are translocated by the enzymes of the respiratory chain from the mitochondrial matrix
intoo the cytoplasm. The mechanism that couples respiration to the formation of a proton and
chargee gradient is a combination of chemi-osmosis [ 139] and redox-coupled proton translocation
[8,236].. This gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane constitutes the proton motive
forcee and is the driving force for ATP synthesis.
Thee composition of the respiratory chain of 5. cerevisiae is similar to that of most other
eukaryotess but there are some differences. S. cerevisiae does not contain a complex I, like most
otherr eukaryotes and instead contains several distinct NADH dehydrogenases. One resides in
thee inner mitochondrial membrane, facing the matrix site, the second faces the inter-membrane
spacee and the third is localised in the outer mitochondrial membrane facing the inter-membrane
spacee [21,42]. Because of the absence of proton translocation by complex I, the ATP yield in
yeastt is lower than in most other organisms. The other complexes of the respiratory chain are:
succinatee dehydrogenase (complex IT), the bcl complex (complex IE) and cytochrome c oxidase
(complexx IV), which are present in most aerobicc organisms.
1.7.11.7.1 ATP

synthase

Thee fifth complex of the oxidative phosphorylation, also localised in the inner
mitochondriall membrane, is the F, F0 ATP synthase. This enzyme catalyses the synthesis of
ATPP from ADP and inorganic phosphate (P;) using die proton motive force (pmf) as the driving
forcee by channelling the protons through the F0 part of me enzyme back into die mitochondrial
matrix. .
F,, F0 ATP synthase is built of a membrane-bound proton conducting F0 part and a water
solublee part, F„ that contains the catalytic sites of the enzyme. F, and F0 are connected by a
narroww stalk (Fig. 1.1). Recentiy it was found that the connection is double: the stalk connects
thee centre of F, with the F0 and the so-called stator connects the top of F, via the outside with
thee F0 moiety of die enzyme [105,182]. F, can be disconnected from F0 and in isolated form F,
hass lost the ability to synthesise ATP, but it still can hydrolyse it. Moreover, the addition of
isolatedd F, to submitochondrial particles, devoid of F t , restored its physiological function of ATP
17 7
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synthesiss [164,173]. F, consists of 5 different subunits, a, p, y, 6 and e with a stoichiometry of
3 : 3 : 1 : 1 : 11 [201,208]. The two largest subunits a and P are encoded by ATP1 and ATP2
respectivelyy and contain two types of nucleotide binding sites. The catalytic nucleotide binding
sitess are located on the P-subunits, while the a-subunits contain non-catalytic nucleotide binding
sites. .
1.7.21.7.2 Importance

ofFjF0ATP

synthase

Whenn the substrate for catabolism is not fermentable, virtually all ATP synthesis should
bee generated in oxidative phosphorylation. Thus, mutants without functional F, F0 ATP synthase
aree not able to grow on non-fermentable carbon sources. Under anaerobic conditions F, F0 ATP
synthasee is still important since it maintains ion and solute gradients across the mitochondrial
membranee at the expense of ATP, synthesised by substrate-level phosphorylation (reviewed by
[129]).. Aerobic growth on a repressible carbon source such as glucose, decreases the capacity
off the mitochondrial ATPase by approximately a factor 5 as compared to a non-fermentable
carbonn source (Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis). Moreover, biogenesis of mitochondria and many
otherr components involved in oxidative growth, is then down-regulated. The actual contribution
off F[ F0 ATP synthase to metabolism under glucose repressed conditions is not well studied and
iss assumed to be very small since the F, F0 ATP synthase is repressed and not required per se for
thee supply of ATP. In the absence of an active ATP synthase, however, the presence of the
adeninee nucleotide translocator becomes essential [75].

Intermembranee Space

Fig.. 1.1: Schematic representation of yeast F, F„ ATP synthase. From Junge et al. 1997 [103] and
adjustedd for S. cerevisiae.
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1.88 Metabolic Control Analysis
Metabolicc Control Analysis (MCA) provides a mathematical framework for the
descriptionn of the control of metabolism in precise, quantitative terms which can help us to
understandd regulation and control [81,104]. Certain aspects of MCA will be discussed here, but
aa complete overview of MCA can be found in an excellent book on this subject by D. Fell [57].
Thee first quantitative approach to investigate the control exerted by different steps on the
oxidativee phosphorylation was performed in isolated mitochondria by Groen and coworkers [76]
whoo modulated enzyme activities by titration with inhibitors. The control was shared by various
stepss and the distribution of control was highly dependent on the magnitude of the respiratory
flux.. Later, the control of F^F,, ATP synthase on growth in E. coli was determined by genetic
meanss and appeared to be surprisingly low on both fermentable carbon sources and nonfermentablee carbon sources [97-99]. In S. cerevisiae the control of the bcl complex on
respirationn and growth rate was determined and turned out to be approximately 0.2 [22]. In all
threee studies the principles of metabolic control analysis were applied for the quantification of
control.. In chapter 3 of this thesis, the effects of F] F0 ATP synthase on growth, carbon
metabolismm and intracellular pH under glucose-repressed conditions are studied. Chapter 4
reportss the quantitative determination of the control of F, F0 ATP synthase on growth rate,
respirationn rate and intracellular metabolites in S. cerevisiae, grown on non-fermentable carbon
sources. .
1.8.11.8.1 The Response

Coefficient

Thee Response Coefficient is used to quantify the extent to which a parameter, e.g. the
concentrationn of an enzyme, affects a variable, e.g. growth rate, a metabolic flux or metabolite
concentration.. In other words, the response coefficient is the relative change in a steady-state
variablee caused by a relative change in a parameter. Since response coefficients are based on
relativee changes rather than absolute ones, its value has no dimension and graphical methods can
bee applied to determine it. The variable is plotted as a function of the parameter in log-log space
andd the slope equals the magnitude of the response coefficient. A practical difficulty of MCA
iss that coefficients such as the response coefficient are derivatives and should therefore concern
infinitesimallyy small changes in the parameter. In practice this is often not possible and, if it is
possible,, the chances are fair that the error of the measured variables is larger than their response
too the change in the parameter. Therefore, a more workable approach is to vary the parameter
overr a wide range around the wild-type level and then to determine the response coefficient as
aa slope in a double-logarithmic plot in the range of interest.
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1.8.21.8.2 Hierarchical control
Achievingg alterations in enzyme expression level by genetics may cause (in)direct effects
onn the expression of other enzymes, which are called hierarchical effects. For example, Jensen
andd coworkers found that F, F0 ATP synthase exerted a negative control on the respiratory chain,
i.e.,i.e., a down-regulation of the genes encoding F, F0 ATP synthase in Escherichia coli caused an
up-regulationn of the expression of the genes encoding the respiratory complexes and the upregulationn of the F, F0 ATP synthase caused a decreased expression of the respiratory chain
components.. As a consequence, the control of F, F0 ATP synthase on growth was zero, which
cann be explained by an increased flux through glycolysis, which enhances the substrate level
phosphorylationn and compensates for the decreased ATP synthesis in oxidative phosphorylation
[97-99].. Likewise, varying the expression of a regulatory protein such as hexokinase II (encoded
byy HXK2) in order to determine response coefficients, will affect the expression of many other
geness such as genes related to glycolysis, TCA cycle, oxidative phosphorylation and even genes
thatt seem not related to hexokinase n, such as the expression of biotin-related and phosphaterelatedd genes (see Chapter 7 of this thesis).

1.8.31.8.3 Co-response coefficient
Determinationn of the control of a parameter (e.g. enzyme concentration) on some
variabless (e.g. intracellular metabolite concentrations) without knowing exactly how much the
parameterr has changed, is possible by calculating the so-called co-response coefficient. This
principlee was developed by Hofmeyr, Cornish-Bowden and Rohwer [89,90]. The co-response
coefficientt describes the relative responses of two variables (e.g. the concentration of two
metabolites)) to a change in a system parameter (e.g. an enzyme concentration). A more detailed
mathematicall description is provided in chapter 2 of this thesis. The co-response coefficients are
usedd in chapter 2 to identify the site of action of unknown proteins encoded by genes with a silent
phenotype. .
Thee principle is based on the idea that the deletion of a silent gene triggers a shift in the
concentrationn of some metabolites, without altering the metabolic flux. This shift will generally
involvee metabolites that are directly or indirectly related to the metabolic pathway that the
unknownn protein acts upon. No shifts are expected in the concentration of metabolites involved
inn other metabolic routes. Co-response coefficients can be calculated from the changes in
metabolitee concentrations, with reference to the wild-type strain. This co-response profile is
identicall for proteins that act in the same particular area of metabolism, i.e. the same
monofunctionall unit [109,184], A monofunctional unit acts as if it were a single enzyme
catalysingg a single flux or completely coupled fluxes. The deletion of any of the enzymes that
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aree part of one monofunctional unit should reveal the same co-response profile. Co-response
profiless of strains deleted in genes encoding known proteins, acting in different monofunctional
units,, should be collected. Comparison of these profiles with the profile of the strain mutated
inn the unknown gene will provide a clue as to the monofunctional unit the unknown protein is
partt of.

1.99 Outline of this thesis
Thiss thesis concerns the dependence of the distribution of carbon fluxes in S. cerevisiae
onn hexokinase II and F, F0 ATP synthase. S. cerevisiae is an extensively studied organism,
alreadyy for many years. This is due to many of its industrial applications, e.g. in bread, and wine,
andd heterologous protein production but also because it is a simple eukaryote that is easy to work
withh since it has a short generation time and is generally recognised as safe (GRAS).
Additionally,, yeast is easy to cultivate and in most cases no ethical objections against its genetic
modificationn play a role.
Afterr the sequencing of the complete genome of S. cerevisiae had been completed,
massivee effort was put into the elucidation of the function of all the presumed gene products.
Chapterr 2 reports on a new approach to elucidate the site of action of any novel protein that has
aa silent growth phenotype when its encoding gene is deleted. The concept is based on the idea
thatt the deletion of a gene encoding a functional gene product that does not reveal a growth
phenotypee must cause a shift in its metabolite profile [203]. A database with metabolite profiles
off strains with a deletion in a known gene can be compared to strains with a deletion in an
unknownn gene and similar profiles may pin-point to the site of action of the unknown gene
product. .
Twoo different approaches have been explored, which in fact are complementary. The first
onee concerns measurements of the metabolite pool by NMR and a subsequent statistical analysis
too reveal which metabolite profiles of known mutants overlap the unknown ones. The overlap
withh strains deleted in genes of which the function is known gives an indication of the pathway
orr monofunctional unit the novel protein resides in. The second, a more traditional approach,
iss based on the measurement of the concentration of intracellular metabolites by biochemical
means.. Such results are then analysed with metabolic control analysis (MCA). The shift in the
concentrationn of one intracellular metabolite relative to another in the strain with the unknown
deletionn is then compared with the relative shift of the same metabolites in strains with deletions
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inn known genes. Similarity of profiles points to the site of action of the novel protein. The first
approachh can be used to obtain an indication for the metabolic pathway that is involved and the
secondd approach then analyses the metabolites of that pathway in detail. This simple idea has
provenn to provide a powerful tool to resolve the site of action of an unknown protein. This
methodd may prove to be of great help in the elucidation of the function of the product of
unknownn silent genes, not only in yeast but also in other organisms.
Comprehensionn of the function of a protein is not sufficient for understanding its
contributionn to a metabolic network under physiological conditions. By changing the activity of
thee protein of interest, the effects on cell physiology of this modulation can be examined and
quantified.. Chapter 3 and 4 are concerned with the question how substantial the contribution of
thee F, F0 ATP synthase is to the control over carbon fluxes, energetics and growth on fermentable
andd non-fermentable carbon sources. In chapter 3 the question is addressed how essential the
F,, F0 ATP synthase is for glycolysis and the energetics under glucose-repressed conditions in a
strainn without functional F, F0 ATPase activity. In chapter 4, a more quantitative approach was
taken;; the activity of the F,F 0 ATP synthase in the cell was varied by genetic means and the
responsee of specific growth rate, specific respiration rate and intracellular ATP concentration was
quantifiedd in yeast cells grown on ethanol/glycerol medium.
Forr many years researchers have tried to understand how S. cerevisiae controls the
distributionn of carbon fluxes over the fermentative and oxidative routes. The deletion of HXK2
(encodingg hexokinase II) has been known to derepress the expression of some glucose repressible
genes.. In chapter 5 A and B an extensive physiological characterisation of an hxkl deletion strain
inn both batch cultures and chemostat cultures growing on glucose is reported. Chapter 5 A shows
thatt in contrast to the wild type, the hxkl deletion strain grows fully oxidatively on excess
glucosee during the early to mid-exponential growth phase, confirming that glucose repression is
severelyy relieved. The strongly oxidative growth triggered the question whether and how this
strainn could grow under anaerobic conditions. Anaerobic and aerobic behaviour of the hxkl
deletionn strain in glucose-limited chemostats are presented in chapter 5b. Additionally, the
changee of the response of carbon metabolism to glucose in this deletion strain was investigated
byy performing glucose pulse experiments in aerobic glucose-limited chemostats.
Chapterr 6 addresses the question whether the metabolic routes involved in the uptake and
metabolismm of other sugars than glucose are derepressed as well in the hxkl deletion strain. To
resolvee this, the hxk2 deletion strain and the wild-type strain were grown in batch cultures on
mixedd substrates.
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Chapterr 7 describes the further reduction in formation of ethanol by the hxk2 deletion
strainn elicited by the addition of extra biotin to the growth medium.
Finally,, chapter 8 summarises the main findings in this thesis and discusses its
implicationss and the possibilities for further research.
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